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Make Decisions
With Confidence

O

ur view of the world is
determined by our individual
belief systems. In fact, our worlds are
a projection of our belief systems.
Many people live in a world which
they take little effort to re-shape with
their own energy. Decisions made are
on auto-pilot conditioned by society’s
incredible power to influence how you
think, mostly employing fear concepts.
Analyze today’s television news
program or even the advertising in the
breaks. Score it for positive or negative
energy.
Technology is exacerbating the
ability of a central power to condition
and control the masses. In the next
generation many individuals will be
like drones, unaware of their journey
or target destination, just programmed
to think and act as directed in a cyberreality.

“Technology is
exacerbating the ability
of a central power to
condition and control
the masses.”
Companies like Google are gradually
taking control of your daily habits,
preferences and lifestyle. See how
Facebook is building a world of
competing narcissists, individuals
desperate for attention in a ‘selfy’

world. Not that technology is to blame
in and of itself. We, as individuals,
choose to make our worlds as we
want them. Just as a nation gets the
government it deserves, we individually
are responsible for the worlds we live
in.
It is the encouragement of this article
that you make your decisions with
more confidence, that is, with the
conscious individual awareness that
your decisions are positive with
unrestrainable positive outcomes.
Think for yourself and create an
alternative reality.

“Whether your dreams
are of a relationship, a
family, a home or any
other investment, you
have the power to make
it happen.”
Instead of subscribing to fear-based
mass consciousness, stand apart and
decide where you want to go. You will
be amazed how the universe will align
to fulfill your expectations. Whether
your dreams are of a relationship, a
family, a home or any other investment,
you have the power to make it happen.
Most folks do not have the college
education that would enable them
to follow the specific mathematical
calculations of a particle physicist, but
it is the conclusion of those dedicated
scientists that all visible matter is
comprised of energy. You yourself
consist of an energy field. That energy
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is best described in its essence as
‘waves’, but the moment scientists
experiment to observe those waves of
energy, they show up as ‘particles’.

“If you decide with
confidence the outcome
of your plans, they also
will come to pass.”
That is, the material universe you see
is merely the focus you individually
place, as consciousness, on the energy
that comprises all things. Your world is
a holographic projection of your mind.
Nothing exists outside of your ‘thought’
about it.
What this means is that even in the
smallest of your life’s transactions
such as purchasing a home, relocating,
getting married - you alone determine
the outcome. If you allow yourself to
be controlled by the matrix of fearbased mass consciousness, you will
materialize those fears. If you decide
with confidence the outcome of your
plans, they also will come to pass.
The quantum soup of creative
possibilities is available, not only to
quantum physicists, but to all. Choose
the ingredients of your life. Make the
soup you love and share it with friends.
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